- AIS, MV students have once again been selected for ISEF-2014 to be held in Los Angeles, US. Shreya Nandy and Kopal Gupta of Class XI had prepared a kit to remove the pesticides present on the surface of fruits and vegetables. These students had competed with more than 60,000 students for the coveted prize.
- Ishani Goomer & Khanak Bhargava of Class X won Gold Medal in very prestigious Initiative for Research and Innovation in Science (IRIS) National Fair.

- Ishani Goomer & Khanak Bhargava participated in ISEF i.e. Intel International Science and Engineering Fair, held in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. They had send off meeting with Dr. Pallam Raju H.R.D. Minister

- Khanak Bhargava & Ishani Goomer won 3rd Grand Award in BIOCHEMISTRY at ISEF i.e. Intel International Science and Engineering Fair, held in Phoenix, Arizona, USA.
• Kahnak Bhargava & Ishani Goomer winners of ISEF 2013, felicitated by Rahul Gandhi, Vice President AICC

• Kahnak Bhargava & Ishani Goomer winners of ISEF 2013, felicitated by Mr. Vinnet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE

• Agrima Gupta, Anjali Ramesh & Vasu Goyal -Class IX participated in YRONS (Slovenia) Young Researchers on Natural Science.

• Anvit Gupta of class VII won First prize in International Exhibition of paintings in Japan
• Dhvanii Chawla of IX B’s painting selected for Golf Tour Brochure for the year 2013-2014.

• Srishti Prasad & Harshit Sharma of class XII were winner & awarded cash prize of Rs 3000 in CBSE National Level Science Exhibition at St. Xavier School

• Srishti Prasad & Harshit Sharma of Class XII selected by NCERT in NCERT Science Exhibition held at Silvassa (Dadar and Nagar Haveli)
• Karan Gupta of class VII hold International Rank – 2, State Rank – 1 and won the Silver Medal and a scholarship of Rs. 25,000/- in International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO) by Science Olympiad Foundation

• Rohan Gupta – Cleared NTSE and JSTSE and got scholarship from Government of Delhi for class VIII and IX resp. He also hold State Rank- 3, won the Bronze Medal and a scholarship of Rs. 1000/- in International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO) by Science Olympiad Foundation

• Jivitesh Jain of class VII hold State Rank- 3, won the Silver Medal and a scholarship of Rs. 2500/- in National Cyber Olympiad(NCO) by Science Olympiad Foundation
• Harshit Aggarwal of Class IV holds State Rank – 17, Karan Gupta of Class VII holds State Rank- 12 and Rohan Gupta Class IX holds State Rank- 5 in National Science Olympiad (NSO) by Science Olympiad Foundation
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• Karishma Shafi of Class IX holds State Rank- 2, won the Silver Medal and a scholarship of Rs. 2500/- And Arnav Praneet of Class III holds State Rank- 2 and won the Silver Medal in International English Olympiad (IEO) by Science Olympiad Foundation
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• Suyash Kumar of class XII won Gold & Silver Medal in Amity International Olympiad Mathematics at Amity University

• Pranav Gupta of Class XII won Silver Medal in Amity International Olympiad Chemistry at Amity University.
• Abheek Sharma of Class XII won Gold Medal in Amity International Olympiad Biology at Amity University

• Divit Goel of Class XII won Bronze Medal in Amity International Olympiad Physics at Amity University